
Case-control studies 





“On proceeding to the spot, I found 

that nearly all the deaths had taken 

place within a short distance of  the 

[Broad Street] pump. There were only 

ten deaths in houses situated decidedly 

nearer to another street-pump.”

John Snow
(the one that actually 

knew something…)



3 of  86 male cancer patients were non-smokers

14 of  86 of  healthy men were non-smokers

Smoking and lung cancer?

Müller FH, Z. Krebsforsch (1939); 49:57



Smoking and lung cancer?

Doll & Hill. Br Med J 1950;2:739-48



Smoking and lung cancer?

Doll & Hill. Br Med J 1950;2:739-48



Case-control studies



Cohort study

A group of  subjects using the drug under 

scrutiny and a group of  non-users are followed

over time with respect to the development of  a 

certain outcome.

Case-control study

Subjects with a certain outcome (cases) 

and subjects without this outcome (controls) 

are mapped according to use of  

the drug under scrutiny.



Cohort study

10,000 girls aged 20-25 years using ‘the pill’ 
are followed for three years. 

Among these girls, 200 incident cases 
of  deep vein thrombosis are recorded.

Among 20,000 girls NOT using ‘the pill’ (but 
same age and follow-up), 100 incident cases of  

deep vein thrombosis are recorded.

What is the incidence rate ratio?



Case-control study

300 girls aged 20-25 with incident deep vein
thrombosis are identified. Among these girls, 

80% had used ‘the pill’

Another 300 girls of  the same age that have no 
record of  deep vein thrombosis are identified. 

Among these girls, 50% have used ‘the pill’.



Odds ratio
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Design a case-control
study adressing…

…whether NSAID use lead
to gastrointestinal bleedings.

… whether smoking causes lung cancer.



Use of  appetite-suppressant drugs causes 

primary pulmonary hypertension

Relative risk ≈ 20 

Baseline IR: 2 / 1 000000 person-years

Abenhaim et al. NEJM 1996

If  ALL Danes (≈6 mill) used these drugs, how

many cases would I expect per year?

What if there was ”only” 100 000 users?

… but why!?





Pottegård et al. EBioMedicine 2016 May; 7:73-9





The difficult part…



Source population

The population from which cases 
and controls are drawn (sampled).

cohort



Cohort design



Case-control design



Case-control design



Has it always been like this?

NO!



Persons Use cases and a random 

sample of  non-cases (controls)

“Traditional” or Case-Non-Case or Cumulative
Case-Control Studies



Not without problems!



A “case-control” study…

This study aimed to investigate the association

between X use and the risk of Y in a case-control

study. We analysed XXX database from 2002 to

2013. We defined “cases” as patients prescribed X

and underwent Y surgery between 2010 and 2013.

“Controls” were patients prescribed X but with no

history of Y between 2002 and 2013.



Case-control design



Case-control design



Evidence?!



@StatsEpi
Rothman: Six Persistent Research Misconceptions



If  properly conducted and 

analysed, case-control studies can

yield all the information that

cohort studies can provide.

Ken Rothmann    





Example





Li+



Underlying

cohort?





Pros and cons?



Pros

Statistically efficient 

Less ressource demanding

Can (easily) look at multiple 

exposures at the same time



Only provides relative estimates (in principal)

Not suited for multiple (different) outcomes

Less efficient with rare exposures

Control selection might ”go wrong”

Design often misunderstood

Cons



... often misunderstood?!

Decision: rejection

Detailed comments from the meeting:

The committee felt this is a topical subject.  This study is not the 

first of its kind, but it is a very big study and this is a strength.  

However the committee felt that the case-control 

methodology is intrinsically weak. In addition there are lots of 

variables such as smoking that are not addressed (instead an 

indirect measure of COPD is used).





When to consider?

When you want to use MANY 

different exposure definitions

When outcome is rare

When computer power might be a limitation

When best to avoid?

If  studying multiple outcomes

If  exposure is rare 

When absolute risks are central

When active comparators are considered



The applicability of  the case-control

design must be considered in light of  the 

specific study question!


